
- Climate Control

- Privacy

- Security

- Energy Efficiency

Commercial
While controlling light 
and assisting in reducing 
energy costs, 
Louvres can alter an 
entire facade or provide 
a striking architectural feature.

Sliding Gates & Doors
Sliding gates 
featuring End 
Fixed 120 Airfoils 
in aluminium frame.

Adjustable 
Fence
Adjustable 120 
Airfoils provides 
screening and 
privacy to an 
inner city home.

Hinged Gate
The fence is  
beautifully  
matched with  
Fixed 120 Airfoils  
in an all aluminium 
hinged gate.

Doors, Gates & Fences
Versatility - the simple fixing requirements and clean uncluttered lines 
of our Airfoil Louvres allow for considerable freedom of design and  
application. Enjoy style with strength, security with function -  
all important elements in today’s world.

SpaceSpan Patio & Louvre Systems Pty Ltd 
1 Comserv Close West Gosford NSW 2250 

www.louvrespan.com.au

Ph: 1300 LOUVRE 
1300 568 873

Take Control Of Your Environment
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Opening Roofs and  
Louvres
Create genuine, year round usable 
indoor - outdoor spaces with a 
custom made LouvreSpan Opening 
Roof. Transform your deck, 
verandah, patio, BBQ, spa or 
swimming pool areas. Set and  
control conditions as you choose - 
all at the touch of a button.

Overhead A 200 aluminium 
Opening Roof provides light and 
ventilation to a pool area.

Vertical Motorised 180 Airfoils 
- sun, shade or privacy. 
The choice is yours.

Corners The dramatic affect of 
Bracket Fixed 120 Airfoils, with 
mitred-cantilevered corners.

Traditionally sun louvres have been applied to buildings to intercept and create a barrier  
to the sun’s rays. Here, End Fixed 120 Airfoils provide shade with stunning effect.

Airfoil Sun Louvres
The LouvreSpan range of classic Airfoil Sun Louvres provide new stylish sun, wind and 
privacy control options. Choose from five louvre sizes from 70mm - 300mm. Hand opening 
or motorised, End Fixed or Bracket Fixed Blade spacings and pitch set exactly  
to meet your requirements.

Opening Roof
Opening Roof Motorised 200 
aluminium roof shown here partially 
opened giving filtered sunlight.

The same roof shown open, at night  
to watch the stars.

Mini Louvres & Shutters
Introducing LouvreSpan’s 70mm & 100mm Mini-Louvres & Shutters.  
The stylish Mini-Louvre range provides an all aluminium interior and exterior option to 
timber louvres. Clean finely shaped blades provide outstanding strength and spanning 
characteristics. Ideal in the harshest of environments. Superb powdercoat or natural 
anodised finishes allow you to throw away the sandpaper and paint brush.

Privacy and shade Sliding 70mm adjustable Mini-Louvre window shutters 
(above) can be opened, closed or stacked away.

Cavity Sliders Right: Full height cavity sliders incorporating 70mm adjustable  
Mini-Louvres provide perfect control day or night.

Shutters Top hung 70mm adjustable 
Mini-Louvre shutters providing light control, 
ventilation, privacy and security. A modern 
product, functioning perfectly within  
traditional double hung window frames.

Hinged Doors Fixed 70mm Airfoils 
used in commercial quality aluminium  
shopfront frame to make French Doors. 
Coupled with Fixed 120mm Airfoils for  
permanent ventilation.
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